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Abstract
A classiﬁcation of all extremal double circulant self-dual codes of lengths up to 72 is known. In this paper, we give a classiﬁcation
of all extremal double circulant self-dual codes of lengths 74–88.
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1. Introduction
A code C is called self-dual if C = C⊥. A self-dual code C is called doubly even and singly even if all code-
words have weight ≡ 0 (mod 4) and if some codeword has weight ≡ 2(mod 4), respectively. It was shown in [10]
that the minimum weight d of a doubly even self-dual code of length n is bounded by d4[n/24] + 4. We call
a doubly even self-dual code meeting this upper bound extremal. The largest possible minimum weights of singly
even self-dual codes of lengths up to 72 are given in [2, Table I]. This work was extended to lengths up to 100 in
[4, Table VI]. In Table 6, we list the largest possible minimum weight d(n) for lengths 74n88. In this paper, we
say that a singly even self-dual code with the largest possible minimum weight given in [2, Table I], [4, Table VI] is
extremal.
Let Dp and Db be codes with generator matrices of the form
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respectively, where In is the identity matrix of order n and R and R′ are n × n circulant matrices. An n × n circulant
matrix has the form
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
r0 r1 r2 · · · rn−1





r1 r2 r3 · · · r0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
so that each successive row is a cyclic shift of the previous one. The codes Dp and Db are called pure double circulant
and bordered double circulant, respectively. The two families are called double circulant codes. The bordered double
circulant construction is used only when the length is ≡ 0 (mod 4) for self-dual codes. It is known [6] that there exists
no bordered double circulant singly even self-dual code of length n ≡ 0 (mod 8).
All extremal double circulant self-dual codes of lengths up to 72 are known [7,9]. In this paper, we give a classiﬁcation
of all extremal double circulant self-dual codes of lengths 74–88.
2. Singly even self-dual codes of length 78
In this section, we give a classiﬁcation of all extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [78, 39, 14] codes. The
possible weight enumerators of extremal singly even self-dual [78, 39, 14] codes are given in [4] as follows:
W78,1 = 1 + (3705 + 8)y14 + (62244 + 512 − 24)y16 + · · · ,
W78,2 = 1 + (3705 + 8)y14 + (71460 − 24)y16 + · · · ,
where  and  are undetermined parameters.
We have found all distinct extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [78, 39, 14] codes by considering all
39 × 39 orthogonal circulant matrices satisfying the conditions that the ﬁrst coordinate of the ﬁrst row is 1, the weight
of the ﬁrst row is congruent to 1 (mod 4) and the weight is greater than or equal to 13. Since a cyclic shift of the ﬁrst
row of some code deﬁnes an equivalent code, the elimination of cyclic shifts substantially reduces the number of codes
which must be checked further for equivalence to complete the classiﬁcation. It is useful to use the fact that self-dual
codes with generator matrices of the form (In R) and (In RT) are equivalent. We employ the values (M(2),m(2))
(see [9] for the deﬁnitions of these numbers which are invariant under code equivalence) to compare the codes. MAGMA
was employed to determine code equivalence and complete the classiﬁcation. Then we have the following:
Proposition 1. There are six inequivalent extremal double circulant self-dual [78, 39, 14] codes.
The ﬁrst rows of R in (1) for all inequivalent codes are listed in Table 1. We have veriﬁed by MAGMA that all
automorphism groups are of order 78. Since all codes have weight enumerator W78,1 with =0, we only list the values
 in the table. The values (M(2),m(2)) are also listed in the table.
Table 1
Extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [78, 39, 14] codes
Codes First rows of R  (M(2),m(2))
C78,1 100000000011010111010101011000010001111 = −78 (113, 72)
C78,2 100000000100110001101100110110101000111 = 0 (139, 90)
C78,3 100000000101111100101110111011101011001 = 0 (139, 86)
C78,4 100000000110010110100111111100100111111 = 0 (143, 90)
C78,5 100000010011001101111011100111010010111 = 0 (149, 86)
C78,6 100000010101110111001011101100001110111 = 0 (131, 76)
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3. Doubly even self-dual codes of length 80
In this section, we give a classiﬁcation of all extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual [80, 40, 16] codes.
In this case, both pure and bordered double circulant codes exist. The weight enumerator of an extremal doubly even
self-dual code of a ﬁxed length is uniquely determined [10].
Using an approach similar to that in Section 2, we have found all distinct extremal double circulant doubly even
self-dual [80, 40, 16] codes which must be checked further for equivalence to complete the classiﬁcation. In this
case, we employ the values (M(4),m(4)) to compare the codes. By the Assmus–Mattson theorem, the codewords
of minimum weight in an extremal doubly even self-dual code of length 80 form a 3-(80, 16, 665) design. Hence,
M(1) = m(1) = 19 513, M(2) = m(2) = 3705 and M(3) = m(3) = 665 for such a code. Then we used MAGMA to
determine which of the remaining codes are equivalent.
In Table 2, we list the ﬁrst rows of R and R′ in (1) and (2) for the inequivalent extremal pure double circulant doubly
even self-dual [80, 40, 16] codes P80,1, P80,2, . . . , P80,6 and extremal bordered double circulant doubly even self-dual
[80, 40, 16] codes B80,1, B80,2, . . . , B80,5, respectively. The orders |Aut| of the automorphism groups calculated by
MAGMA and the values (M(4),m(4)) are also listed in the table. In addition, we have veriﬁed by MAGMA that the codes
P80,1 and B80,5 are equivalent. By comparing the automorphism groups, there is no other pair of equivalent codes.
Hence we have the following:
Proposition 2. There are six and ﬁve inequivalent extremal pure and bordered double circulant doubly even self-dual
[80, 40, 16] codes, respectively. There are 10 inequivalent extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual [80, 40, 16]
codes.
There is a relationship between pure double circulant singly even self-dual codes of length n and bordered double
circulant doubly even self-dual codes of length n + 2 [6, Lemma 2.2]. More precisely, if the matrix (I39 R) generates




0 1 · · · 1
1
I40





where J is the all-one matrix of order 39, generates an extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual [80, 40, 16]
code. We have veriﬁed that B80,1, . . . , B80,4 and B80,5 can be constructed in this way from C78,3, C78,4, C78,5, C78,2
and C78,6, respectively.
Table 2
Extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual codes of length 80
Codes First rows of R,R′ |Aut| (M(4),m(4))
P80,1 1110000000000100011010011000100011101010 246 480 (131, 76)
P80,2 1110000000110011001100101101001110111000 80 (197, 75)
P80,3 1110000010001111010001001011110001101100 80 (161, 75)
P80,4 1110000101001010010101101101110111001111 80 (151, 74)
P80,5 1110001000000110011101111110110101101011 80 (157, 76)
P80,6 1110001010000110101010111100111011101110 241 920 (265, 85)
B80,1 111100000001100111100110100001110010001 78 (153, 68)
B80,2 111100000001101100000001101001011001111 78 (157, 77)
B80,3 111100000100010000011010110111011000101 78 (153, 76)
B80,4 111100000100101111101011101001101100011 78 (161, 76)
B80,5 111100000101100010000101000111010011110 246 480 (131, 76)
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4. Singly even self-dual codes of length 86
In this section, we give a classiﬁcation of all extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [86, 43, 16] codes.
The possible weight enumerators of extremal singly even self-dual [86, 43, 16] codes are given in [4] as
follows:
W86,1 = 1 + (20 468 + 32)y16 + (320 240 − 160)y18 + · · · ,
W86,2 = 1 + (20 468 + 32)y16 + (359 152 − 160)y18 + · · · ,
W86,3 = 1 + (20 468 + 32)y16 + (361 200 − 160)y18 + · · · ,
where  is an undetermined parameter.
Using an approach similar to that in Section 2, we have found all distinct extremal double circulant singly even
self-dual [86, 43, 16] codes which must be checked further for equivalence to complete the classiﬁcation. Then we
have determined using MAGMA that the remaining codes are equivalent.
Proposition 3. There is a unique extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [86, 43, 16] code.
The code C86 in [4] is an extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [86, 43, 16] code with weight enumerator
W86,3 (= 0). Hence, all extremal double circulant singly even self-dual [86, 43, 16] codes must be equivalent to C86.
We veriﬁed by MAGMA that the automorphism group is of order 602.
5. Doubly even self-dual codes of length 88
In this section, we give a classiﬁcation of all extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual [88, 44, 16] codes.
In this case, both pure and bordered double circulant codes exist.
Using an approach similar to that in Section 2, we have found all distinct extremal pure and bordered double
circulant doubly even self-dual [88, 44, 16] codes which must be checked further for equivalence. We complete
the classiﬁcation of all extremal pure and bordered double circulant doubly even self-dual [88, 44, 16] codes by
listing the ﬁrst rows of R in (1) and R′ in (2) of the codes in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. For the ﬁrst rows
(r1, r2, . . . , r44) of R for the pure double circulant codes, we list (r3, . . . , r44) since r1 = 1, r2 = 0 for all codes,
and for the ﬁrst rows (r1, r2, . . . , r43) of R′ for the bordered double circulant codes, we list (r2, . . . , r43) since r1 = 1
for all codes. Moreover, to save space, these rows are written in octal using 0 = (000), 1 = (001), . . . , 6 = (110)
and 7 = (111).
The orders of the automorphism groups Aut(P88,i ) and Aut(B88,i ) are listed in Table 5. These were calculated using
MAGMA. Moreover, we have veriﬁed that P88,282 and B88,142 are equivalent. By comparing the automorphism groups,
there is no other pair of equivalent codes. Therefore we have the following:
Proposition 4. There are 320 and 151 inequivalent extremal pure and bordered double circulant doubly even self-dual
[88, 44, 16] codes, respectively.There are 470 inequivalent extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual [88, 44, 16]
codes.
As described in Section 3, there is a relationship between pure double circulant singly even self-dual codes of length
n and bordered double circulant doubly even self-dual codes of length n + 2 [6, Lemma 2.2]. The unique extremal
double circulant singly even self-dual [86, 43, 16] code is related to B88,96.
6. Other lengths and summary
All distinct extremal double circulant self-dual codes for lengths 74–88 have been found by exhaustive search.
For lengths n = 78, 86, our search shows that there is no extremal double circulant singly even self-dual code. In
Table 6 (resp. Table 7), we summarize our classiﬁcation of all extremal double circulant singly even (resp. doubly even)
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Table 3
Extremal pure double circulant doubly even self-dual codes of length 88
Codes First rows Codes First rows Codes First rows
P88,1 00000337705553 P88,2 00000575763145 P88,3 00001012732435
P88,4 00001276465173 P88,5 00002070243571 P88,6 00002123666206
P88,7 00002543470426 P88,8 00002631051217 P88,9 00003460445037
P88,10 00005674515631 P88,11 00006035327527 P88,12 00007025302263
P88,13 00010311600573 P88,14 00014416211703 P88,15 00020400612773
P88,16 00020557747576 P88,17 00022515334012 P88,18 00023032507573
P88,19 00023570313313 P88,20 00024166254442 P88,21 00025101417511
P88,22 00026642330376 P88,23 00027132466471 P88,24 00027515150437
P88,25 00030662275427 P88,26 00031226766303 P88,27 00033273577377
P88,28 00034253374017 P88,29 00040711053312 P88,30 00043027727737
P88,31 00043070551034 P88,32 00043405755645 P88,33 00043653461623
P88,34 00046670136436 P88,35 00050710734257 P88,36 00055023602065
P88,37 00055147607377 P88,38 00055422333625 P88,39 00063275157571
P88,40 00065067647557 P88,41 00066235157733 P88,42 00072121233533
P88,43 00103343717070 P88,44 00103671501366 P88,45 00104072377630
P88,46 00107753746515 P88,47 00111173031374 P88,48 00112552606175
P88,49 00112765033305 P88,50 00113307417737 P88,51 00113317377231
P88,52 00113633211523 P88,53 00114633635733 P88,54 00115054761361
P88,55 00115354475221 P88,56 00115567111252 P88,57 00116463757313
P88,58 00117674564635 P88,59 00120462767606 P88,60 00123266162153
P88,61 00125463416455 P88,62 00130542767203 P88,63 00135047275051
P88,64 00146227723567 P88,65 00151307603165 P88,66 00151354606307
P88,67 00151453262515 P88,68 00155165761663 P88,69 00155364774463
P88,70 00156710164613 P88,71 00161741220477 P88,72 00171511671657
P88,73 00202053752761 P88,74 00202630726752 P88,75 00203357732210
P88,76 00205231516674 P88,77 00206274473503 P88,78 00206615126336
P88,79 00210464617745 P88,80 00213245616661 P88,81 00213563270143
P88,82 00216166566337 P88,83 00216453150473 P88,84 00217343746707
P88,85 00221416306673 P88,86 00223463757227 P88,87 00224456364334
P88,88 00225230175632 P88,89 00226543376317 P88,90 00227527247402
P88,91 00231317736435 P88,92 00231334776433 P88,93 00231464675717
P88,94 00231753133336 P88,95 00232531473755 P88,96 00232541610376
P88,97 00232541775157 P88,98 00233671504757 P88,99 00235323627335
P88,100 00236413737235 P88,101 00237103747715 P88,102 00241041472126
P88,103 00243434712645 P88,104 00243500266637 P88,105 00243550177121
P88,106 00245024552753 P88,107 00247157352372 P88,108 00247634622303
P88,109 00251633771615 P88,110 00252334670151 P88,111 00261747470357
P88,112 00262174231561 P88,113 00263144716143 P88,114 00265775135017
P88,115 00270756252241 P88,116 00271536436401 P88,117 00272150330743
P88,118 00275566746207 P88,119 00301776234441 P88,120 00302626773663
P88,121 00305577263073 P88,122 00305654465605 P88,123 00313617367215
P88,124 00315651264603 P88,125 00316327731163 P88,126 00321766172077
P88,127 00324176012715 P88,128 00324302767357 P88,129 00325664463575
P88,130 00330175127203 P88,131 00330477236563 P88,132 00331244735573
P88,133 00333142650507 P88,134 00333363047467 P88,135 00334727570543
P88,136 00345547475147 P88,137 00347033562727 P88,138 00355353166247
P88,139 00357345600757 P88,140 00360557444377 P88,141 00361317577667
P88,142 00364146306227 P88,143 00370766742057 P88,144 00372375623757
P88,145 00402552674652 P88,146 00403264627235 P88,147 00410106747653
P88,148 00411012767174 P88,149 00412357353273 P88,150 00415377304106
P88,151 00416337363315 P88,152 00420271735452 P88,153 00421353216233
P88,154 00422115456517 P88,155 00423677145157 P88,156 00425244376614
P88,157 00427352577701 P88,158 00430346746641 P88,159 00430654470176
P88,160 00431133014376 P88,161 00432353517672 P88,162 00433253216737
P88,163 00437746037564 P88,164 00440457127362 P88,165 00451656535655
P88,166 00451666077764 P88,167 00457753406751 P88,168 00466347167706
P88,169 00467127151337 P88,170 00470646552312 P88,171 00473217307201
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Table 3
Continued
Codes First rows Codes First rows Codes First rows
P88,172 00474131653105 P88,173 00475114623115 P88,174 00502555175675
P88,175 00511320637306 P88,176 00511625475575 P88,177 00512070615437
P88,178 00514375513726 P88,179 00517157357023 P88,180 00517332577046
P88,181 00525655435761 P88,182 00526156564357 P88,183 00527351137067
P88,184 00550677366407 P88,185 00556750712476 P88,186 00557100726737
P88,187 00560722144535 P88,188 00572726745605 P88,189 00575176576457
P88,190 00576266365311 P88,191 00603552775253 P88,192 00603623776235
P88,193 00621613531577 P88,194 00623157037257 P88,195 00631676320733
P88,196 00633303767505 P88,197 00633777155553 P88,198 00637501755315
P88,199 00645367114575 P88,200 00647742636133 P88,201 00650337710753
P88,202 00652721314577 P88,203 00654267073707 P88,204 00655554313363
P88,205 00657257042755 P88,206 00660153676663 P88,207 00660766542717
P88,208 00672545127327 P88,209 00675153143257 P88,210 00714477456427
P88,211 00715727037757 P88,212 00727265477177 P88,213 00737543222157
P88,214 01004611754671 P88,215 01005643716223 P88,216 01012775253563
P88,217 01024570775167 P88,218 01025213576756 P88,219 01025777330323
P88,220 01027321763467 P88,221 01043030163774 P88,222 01044337551747
P88,223 01047467647652 P88,224 01057274557311 P88,225 01057724762654
P88,226 01061376667415 P88,227 01061773777346 P88,228 01065773672375
P88,229 01066526766456 P88,230 01067657777251 P88,231 01076513765231
P88,232 01102676201633 P88,233 01105633157672 P88,234 01106172337734
P88,235 01121515745376 P88,236 01125657306672 P88,237 01125677762212
P88,238 01135172374465 P88,239 01136754541665 P88,240 01137147235155
P88,241 01143374157523 P88,242 01144677665134 P88,243 01145737232525
P88,244 01156515565513 P88,245 01156663476245 P88,246 01162443637237
P88,247 01167136734757 P88,248 01167544717035 P88,249 01171617425674
P88,250 01173601346755 P88,251 01175447237071 P88,252 01210771317467
P88,253 01231371544673 P88,254 01250777472071 P88,255 01257253410232
P88,256 01272577715077 P88,257 01275761516767 P88,258 01276213533706
P88,259 01312377147251 P88,260 01313646052737 P88,261 01317165733763
P88,262 01326377333527 P88,263 01333651350157 P88,264 01335615547773
P88,265 01352562624753 P88,266 01354317271247 P88,267 01355173347111
P88,268 01356356172577 P88,269 01361365377723 P88,270 01371133346313
P88,271 01371365355575 P88,272 01373723076753 P88,273 01374101733275
P88,274 01374537477263 P88,275 01444716375427 P88,276 01446166136771
P88,277 01452775277553 P88,278 01457237032707 P88,279 01462477262335
P88,280 01464656517777 P88,281 01527736073733 P88,282 01550732714333
P88,283 01620643136737 P88,284 01631346315533 P88,285 01702035427377
P88,286 01714571333677 P88,287 01745727075357 P88,288 02051567774342
P88,289 02110543177337 P88,290 02142272337617 P88,291 02254776537653
P88,292 02256703675146 P88,293 02276567745665 P88,294 02277456543377
P88,295 02317576275745 P88,296 02334633466525 P88,297 02456747352125
P88,298 02515274746217 P88,299 02523743531711 P88,300 02560371777467
P88,301 02576722373275 P88,302 02625727554776 P88,303 02647712565377
P88,304 02673157114133 P88,305 02741577763255 P88,306 02744573574747
P88,307 02774266637663 P88,308 03016676565757 P88,309 03145773777375
P88,310 03150772377333 P88,311 03153746517177 P88,312 03257462373637
P88,313 03335571725167 P88,314 03562326173737 P88,315 04165211477257
P88,316 04373367067723 P88,317 04553176734575 P88,318 04702773316677
P88,319 04776156776757 P88,320 10763257744637
self-dual codes. In Table 6 (resp. Table 7), P(n) and B(n) denote the numbers of inequivalent extremal pure and
bordered double circulant singly even (resp. doubly even) self-dual codes, respectively. For lengths n = 78, 86, some
extremal singly even self-dual codes can be found in [1,3,5,8].
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Table 4
Extremal bordered double circulant doubly even self-dual codes of length 88
Codes First rows Codes First rows Codes First rows
B88,1 00001015611272 B88,2 00002701734716 B88,3 00003063057715
B88,4 00003457626033 B88,5 00004371520277 B88,6 00004566330077
B88,7 00004763151625 B88,8 00006506040527 B88,9 00010030731027
B88,10 00012422701423 B88,11 00012644254772 B88,12 00013066051373
B88,13 00014210575355 B88,14 00014762654377 B88,15 00015371363617
B88,16 00020062411355 B88,17 00021606076457 B88,18 00022251372233
B88,19 00022412377603 B88,20 00022721375357 B88,21 00023136704334
B88,22 00023331475676 B88,23 00023374341251 B88,24 00023431277771
B88,25 00024560450776 B88,26 00024571213135 B88,27 00024674753006
B88,28 00025303206717 B88,29 00025643142566 B88,30 00025676422767
B88,31 00026617427111 B88,32 00027366040536 B88,33 00027544663733
B88,34 00030554374603 B88,35 00031212631333 B88,36 00041167176061
B88,37 00042175204441 B88,38 00042704763123 B88,39 00044047127176
B88,40 00044553213613 B88,41 00044667760043 B88,42 00044755422651
B88,43 00046747451277 B88,44 00050737335361 B88,45 00053755732506
B88,46 00054274525226 B88,47 00054325316115 B88,48 00054406653625
B88,49 00054523071645 B88,50 00055121117703 B88,51 00055210564716
B88,52 00056334565077 B88,53 00056742525557 B88,54 00057775262541
B88,55 00062476437655 B88,56 00063763313247 B88,57 00064025156527
B88,58 00065673331135 B88,59 00066725761507 B88,60 00070573343527
B88,61 00071344762537 B88,62 00073517071437 B88,63 00074573072457
B88,64 00102326711156 B88,65 00105116776547 B88,66 00105577641656
B88,67 00106774723551 B88,68 00107153356555 B88,69 00107755422573
B88,70 00112707376705 B88,71 00116617736642 B88,72 00117127746507
B88,73 00117232116451 B88,74 00124373351752 B88,75 00126377541165
B88,76 00127143363751 B88,77 00127467272543 B88,78 00131013777163
B88,79 00133652343707 B88,80 00133666567025 B88,81 00134376244557
B88,82 00136106524777 B88,83 00136370672136 B88,84 00137073576717
B88,85 00141546733475 B88,86 00142366447567 B88,87 00147514557777
B88,88 00152727175377 B88,89 00155046277563 B88,90 00155377166007
B88,91 00157413141407 B88,92 00167467116037 B88,93 00203533772345
B88,94 00205067557647 B88,95 00207315761566 B88,96 00216775073216
B88,97 00217263715436 B88,98 00227334760674 B88,99 00230457137175
B88,100 00232337421277 B88,101 00232775655763 B88,102 00233153533266
B88,103 00235543741556 B88,104 00243652623373 B88,105 00247643161557
B88,106 00257301634755 B88,107 00261357743115 B88,108 00262357336776
B88,109 00263372522617 B88,110 00264312673563 B88,111 00271531255356
B88,112 00271766754177 B88,113 00306743574325 B88,114 00316545271157
B88,115 00332106672733 B88,116 00335677112757 B88,117 00407761605772
B88,118 00417052716277 B88,119 00423776564605 B88,120 00433643355456
B88,121 00467373570755 B88,122 00471773736253 B88,123 00472272274257
B88,124 00473444627276 B88,125 00477672276327 B88,126 00517572375517
B88,127 00523657467477 B88,128 00537072765025 B88,129 00537773715775
B88,130 00547756476633 B88,131 00554376217377 B88,132 00557761726475
B88,133 00576573107375 B88,134 00577036277363 B88,135 00616441665771
B88,136 00627347357237 B88,137 00634571577077 B88,138 00637475666355
B88,139 00663055577733 B88,140 00713354676477 B88,141 01035367263577
B88,142 01065545167613 B88,143 01133765472177 B88,144 01136637745237
B88,145 01142777271375 B88,146 01154367617763 B88,147 01226617713757
B88,148 01317317577223 B88,149 01372373637521 B88,150 01416377653655
B88,151 02367277567735
For the extremal singly even self-dual codes, in Table 6, we give the largest possible minimum weights d(n) given
in [4] and current information on the known codes in the last column. For the extremal doubly even self-dual codes, we
list the number A(n) of inequivalent extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual codes in Table 7. Many extremal
doubly even self-dual codes of lengths 80 and 88 are known (see e.g., [8]).
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Table 5
Automorphism groups Aut(P88,i ) and Aut(B88,i )
i |Aut(P88,i )| i |Aut(B88,i )| i |Aut(B88,i )|
282 79 464 10, 37, 96 602 142 79 464
Others 88 51, 73, 124, 128 258 Others 86
Table 6
Extremal double circulant singly even self-dual codes
Lengths n d(n) P (n) B(n) Known codes
74 14 0 – Unknown
76 14 0 0 [1,3,5]
78 14 6 – [1,5,8]
80 16 0 – Unknown
82 16 0 – Unknown
84 16 0 0 Unknown
86 16 1 – [4]
88 16 0 – Unknown
Table 7
Extremal double circulant doubly even self-dual codes
Lengths n P(n) B(n) A(n)
80 6 5 10
88 320 151 470
Table 8
Double circulant singly even self-dual codes
Parameters Types First rows of R,R′
[74, 37, 12] Pure 1000000000000000010111110000011110101
[80, 40, 14] Pure 1000000001001101010011100100101010111100
[82, 41, 14] Pure 10000000000001100000101110111100111101001
[84, 42, 14] Bordered 10000000000011011000110000111010100001111
[88, 44, 14] Pure 10000000000000001001101011010011111010010011
Finally, we give examples of double circulant singly even self-dual [n, n/2, d(n) − 2] codes in Table 8 for lengths
n = 74, 80, 82, 84, 88.
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